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Abstract
We propose efﬁciency of representation as a criterion
for evaluating shape models, then apply this criterion to
compare the boundary curve representation with the medial
axis. We estimate the ε-entropy of two compact classes of
curves. We then construct two adaptive encodings for non-
compact classes of shapes, one using the boundary curve
and the other using the medial axis, and determine pre-
cise conditions for when the medial axis is more efﬁcient.
Along the way we construct explicit near-optimal boundary-
based approximations for compact classes of shapes and
an explicit compression scheme for non-compact classes of
shapes based on the medial axis. We end with an applica-
tion of the criterion to shape data.
1. Introduction
The goals of this work are threefold. First, we wish to
introduce efﬁciency of representation as a way to evalu-
ate deterministic shape models, deﬁning for nonlinear shape
spaces an analogue of the notion of sparsity in wavelet-type
analysis of linear spaces. Our second goal is to use these
ideas to analyze the efﬁciency of two popular shape mod-
els: the boundary curve and the medial axis. We demon-
strate that the medial axis has a defensible position as a
shape model, despite current skepticism. Finally, we are in-
terested in theoretical properties of spaces of shapes. In the
course of evaluating the efﬁciency of boundary and skele-
tal models, we construct efﬁcient coverings of shape space.
The nature and the size of these coverings contributes to the
currently growing body of mathematical understanding of
these highly nonlinear, inﬁnite-dimensional spaces.
The paper as a whole realizes the ﬁrst goal, and three the-
orems realize the second and third. Theorem 13 gives a cri-
terion in terms of medial data for when the medial axis is a
more efﬁcient shape model than the boundary curve, and we
provide examples of shapes better modeled by each. Theo-
rem 2 gives a tight estimate for the ε-entropy of certain com-
pact classes of curves, and a near-tight estimate for bound-
ary curves, while Theorem 10 gives an indication of what
an optimal covering should look like in the non-compact
case. Along the way, we explicitly construct what are, to
our knowledge, the ﬁrst provably optimal coverings of a
non-linear inﬁnite-dimensional space. We end with some
empirical results that suggest that the medial axis is over-
whelmingly more efﬁcient for naturally occurring shapes.
While our work is theoretical in nature, it has strong ap-
plications to the larger vision community. Shape spaces
have attracted serious attention of late, as researchers work
to place shape-related tasks on shape manifolds [8, 2, 16].
Doing so is very difﬁcult, thereby generating a general inter-
est in the structure of shape spaces. In addition, our results
support researchers working with the medial axis and other
generalized cylinder models. Since Blum’s introduction of
the medial axis, it has been applied to many shape-related
problems, such as recognition [23, 21, 18], animation [20],
reconstruction [1] and medical imaging [22]. Finally, the
work should interest anyone modeling 2D shape. Regard-
less of the shape model, knowing that the medial axis or the
boundary is more efﬁcient for a particular shape can guide
analysis of that model, just as knowing the optimal basis for
a linear space guides analysis carried out in other bases.
2. Metric Spaces of Curves
We will identify a shape with the boundary curve of its
silhouette. Our spaces of curves will assume a canonical
location and orientation for each curve.
Let C be the collection of all C1 curves γ(s) ∈ R2 of
bounded curvature and length, arclength parameterized on
D ⊂ [0, L] for L ≥ 0, with tangent angle function θγ , satis-
fying γ(0) = (0, 0), θγ(0) = 0. Let I ⊂ C be the subset of
immersions of S1 into R2. We are interested in determining
the massiveness of these spaces of curves. We do this in two
ways: ﬁrst, by computing the ε-entropy of certain compact
subclasses, and second, by analyzing the rate of a determin-
istic adaptive encoding scheme in the non-compact setting.
The compact classes of interest are:
(a) CLK ⊂ C, the collection of uniformly Lipschitz curves
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of length at most L, so that for γ ∈ CLK , |θγ(s1) −
θγ(s2)| ≤ K|s1 − s2|.
(b) ILK = I ∩ CLK .
We deﬁne a C1-type metric on C. For γ1, γ2 ∈ C and
λ > 0 a dimension-normalizing constant, deﬁne:
ρ(γ1, γ2) =
sup
i=1,2
⎧⎨
⎩supsj
j =i
inf
si
1
λ |γi(si)− γj(sj)|+ |θi(si)− θj(sj)|
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Note that as λ → ∞, the distance between any two closed
curves goes to zero. A suitable choice of λ for CLK , for
example, is λ < 1K . The L
∞ framework is desirable for
ε-entropy-type constructions because L∞ balls stack efﬁ-
ciently, and the inclusion of a ﬁrst-order term derives from
the important role orientation plays in visual perception
[14].
3. ε-entropy
The ε-entropy of a totally bounded metric space, deﬁned
below, essentially counts the minimum number of ε-balls
required to cover the space. There is a direct connection be-
tween ε-entropy and ﬁxed length encoding. Suppose one
wishes to ε-represent each element in a compact metric
space with a ﬁxed number of bits in the most efﬁcient way
possible. Given an ε-cover {Ui}n1 for the space, each ele-
ment can be represented by the ε-ball to which it belongs.
Enumerating these balls gives a binary representation for
each element of the space, requiring 	log n
 bits per ball. If
the covering is minimal, the number of bits will be given by
the ε-entropy of the space.
In this section, we construct a minimal covering for CLK
and a near-minimal covering for ILK . In other words, the
boundary curve attains optimal efﬁciency for ﬁxed-length
encodings of shapes.
We begin by introducing the concept of ε-entropy, in-
vented by Kolmogorov as a way of quantifying the mas-
siveness of inﬁnite-dimensional metric spaces. It captures
the exponent of the number of balls in a minimal ε-covering
of compact subsets of the space [9]. We present one of his
theorems below; it will play a key role in our work.
3.0.1 Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
Consider a subset X ⊂ (M,ρ), where M is a metric space
with metric ρ. A system of sets Uα, α ∈ A, such that X ⊆⋃
α∈A Uα and the diameter d of Uα satisﬁes d ≤ 2ε, is
called an ε-cover for X . A set of points {xα} ⊂ M is an
ε-net for X when for any x ∈ X , there exists an xα so that
ρ(x, xα) ≤ ε.
From a compression standpoint, the most desirable ε-
cover is one with the fewest balls. This leads to the deﬁ-
nition of ε-entropy. Let Nε be the cardinality of a minimal
ε-cover for a totally bounded set X ⊂ (M,ρ). Then the
ε-entropy of X is Hε(X, ρ) = log2 Nε.
A set U ⊂ X is ε-separated when ρ(x1, x2) ≥ ε for
any x1 = x2 ∈ U . For Mε equal to the maximal number of
elements in an ε-separated set U ⊂ X , the ε-capacity of X
is Cε(X, ρ) = log2 Mε. We have the following relationship
between these quantities:
M2ε(X) ≤ Nε(X) ≤Mε(X)
C2ε(X) ≤ Hε(X) ≤ Cε(X).
Classically, ε-entropy is estimated by constructing an ε-
cover with Kε elements and a 2ε-separated set with L2ε
elements so that limε→0 KεL2ε = 1, or at worst is some non-
zero constant. We will do the same.
The following theorem of Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov
is one of the ﬁrst estimates of ε-entropy, and is rare because
of the tightness of the estimate. Consult [9] for proofs and
full generality, and refer to Figure 1 for an idea of what the
optimally efﬁcient ε-balls look like.
Theorem 1. [9] For I = [a, b], deﬁne FI1(C) to be the
collection of functions f : I → R so that f(a) = 0 and
|f(x)− f(x′)| ≤ C|x− x′| ∀x, x′ ∈ I . Then:
Hε(FI1(C), L∞) =
{ |b−a|C
ε − 1 |b−a|Cε ∈ Z+[
|b−a|C
ε
]
else.
0 ϕ
(t)
2
1
ϕ
2
ϕ
1
ϕ (t)
κ
κ
Figure 1. Epsilon corridors [9]. The function φ(t) deﬁnes the up-
per boundary and the lower boundary is φ(t)− 2ε.
3.1. ε-entropy for Classes of Curves
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
Although we have not yet proved it, we believe C = KL in
Theorem 2(b).
Theorem 2.
(a) Hε(CLK , ρ) ∼ KLε .
(b) Hε(ILK , ρ) ∼ Cε for (KL− 2π) ≤ C ≤ KL.
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3.1.1 Upper Bound: Kε
To construct an ε-cover for curves, we will construct an L∞
covering of the space of tangent angle functions, then lift
that covering to a coarse covering in the space of curves.
Reﬁning the lifted covering will require only lower order
terms. The details are quite technical, but the idea is sim-
ple. Given an ε-ball of tangent angle functions, one may
integrate to ﬁnd a primitive curve for each function. For ev-
ery Δ in arclength, the worst-case curve will have drifted
roughly Δε away from the primitive of the center of the ε-
ball. Some correction is therefore needed every so often to
keep the balls small in the metric ρ.
Proposition 3. There exists a
(
δ +
√
δ3
λ
)
-cover for (CLK , ρ)
with no more than:
Kδ =
[
4L√
δ3
]
2[
KL
δ ]+log 3
[
4L√
δ
]
elements.
Proof. First, partition the interval [0, L] of possible ar-
clength into subintervals of width
√
δ3
4 , giving
[
4L√
δ3
]
subin-
tervals. Let lδ be the right endpoint of any such subinterval.
We will parameterize γ of length l ∈
(
lδ −
√
δ3
4 , lδ
]
by
s ∈ [0, lδ] dγds = llδ .
Next, construct a δ-cover for the tangent angle functions
deﬁned over each particular subinterval. For all curves pa-
rameterized over [0, lδ], |dθ/ds| ≤ llδ K ≤ K. We may
therefore apply Theorem 1 to obtain an L∞ δ-cover for the
associated tangent angle functions with at most 2
[
KL
δ
]
cen-
ters θδ . Each θδ gives rise to a curve
γ˜δ(s) =
∫ s
0
〈cos θδ(t), sin θδ(t)〉 dt.
To each γδ , we denote the associated neighborhood of
curves by Γδ(γδ). Take Δ =
√
δ
4 . Every Δ in arclength,
reﬁne the cover by adding a new center that jumps a dis-
tance
√
δ3
4 +
δΔ
2 in one of 3 evenly spaced directions. A
short argument indicates that: (1) such curves give rise
to a
(
δ +
√
δ3
λ
)
for Γ′δ(γ˜δ), and (2) the number of balls
in the reﬁnement of the cover for Γδ(γδ) is no more than
2log 3
[
4L
δξ−1
]
.
Applying this process within each length subinterval
gives the result.
Taking δ so that ε = δ +
√
δ3, and applying Proposi-
tion 3 proves the following corollary, which gives our upper
bound.
Corollary 4. Hε(CLK , ρ)  KLε .
3.1.2 Lower Bounds: L2ε
We construct asymptotically 2ε-separated sets in both CLK
and ILK . This is not a straightforward as it might appear, as
we must guard against pairs of curves where |γ1(s)−γ2(s)|
is large but there exists an s′ such that |γ1(s) − γ2(s′)| is
small. To do so, we will restrict how far a curve can wander
away from the horizontal axis. In addition, for ILK , we must
also ensure that the curves are closed. This is what loses the
tightness of the constant in Theorem 13(b).
For both lower bounds, we will construct functions that
return to the x-axis relatively often, while maintaining dif-
ferentiability. To do so, we will concatenate pieces of func-
tions that begin and end on the axis. Counting the number of
these smaller functions will require that we count the num-
ber of realizations of an n-step symmetric random walk g
satisfying g(0) = g(n) = 0 and
∫
g = 0, where g is piece-
wise linear with slope ±1. We do so using a probabilis-
tic argument. Let a(n) =
∫ n
0
g, and for ﬁxed n consider
the random variable z = 〈g(n), a(n)〉 Σ−1 〈g(n), a(n)〉T ,
where Σ is the covariance matrix for the random vector
〈g(n), a(n)〉. Using level sets for z, we ﬁnd a lower bound
for the number of walks g so that 〈g(n), a(n)〉 are “close
enough” to the origin, then we add steps to those walks to
bring the endpoints and areas back to 0. The details are
quite technical, so we refer the interested reader to [11, 12],
and instead present the relevant result.
Proposition 5. Let I = [a, b], and deﬁne FI1,0(C) to be the
collection of functions deﬁned on I so that f(a) = f(b) = 0
and |f(x) − f(x′)| ≤ C|x − x′|, ∀x, x′ ∈ I . There exists
a 2ε-separated set in (FI1,0, L∞) with M′2ε elements, where
M′2ε  2
C|b−a|
ε
.
3.1.3 Lower Bound for CLK
We are now ready to estimate the lower bound for CLK . We
begin by constructing a 2δ-separated set of derivative func-
tions by concatenating smaller pieces, then take the primi-
tives of those functions to ﬁnd a set of differentiable func-
tions that will be asymptotically 2ε-separated as curves in
the metric ρ.
Proposition 6. There exists a 2ε-separated set for (CLK , ρ)
with M2ε
(
CLK
)
elements, where M2ε
(
CLK
)  2[KLε ].
Proof. Choose δ so that ε = δ
1+
K2δ
4
, giving limε→0 δε = 1.
For L′ = L√
1+
K2δ
4
, divide the interval [0, L′] into subin-
tervals Ik = [ak, ak+1] of width
√
δ, giving k ≤
[
L′√
δ
]
.
Within each Ik, apply Proposition 5 with C = K to obtain
a collection of 2δ-separated functions {df
k
j
dx }, j = 1, . . . , n,
where n  132
K
√
δ
δ
. The functions satisfy, for i = j:
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(i) df
k
j
dx (ak) =
dfkj
dx (ak+1) = 0
(ii) ∫
Ik
dfkj
dx = 0
(iii)
∣∣∣∣∣∣dfkidx − dfkidx ∣∣∣∣∣∣∞ ≥ 2δ
(iv)
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣dfkjdx
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∞
≤ K
√
δ
2
Integrating, we obtain a collection of primitives {fkj }
with curvature functions bounded by K, and tangent angle
functions {θkj }, where θkj = arctan df
k
j
dx . These primitives
satisfy the following properties for i = j:
(i) fkj (ak) = fkj (ak+1) = 0
(ii) θkj (ak) = θkj (ak+1) = 0
(iii) ∣∣∣∣θki − θkj ∣∣∣∣∞ ≥ 2δ
1+
K2δ
4
= 2ε.
Construct functions {fi} on [0, L′] by concatenating se-
quences {fki }. The number of distinct functions will be 2m,
where m 
(
L′√
δ
)(
K
√
δ
δ
)
= KL
′
δ , and each will satisfy the
properties above. In particular, dfidx (0) =
dfi
dx (L
′) = 0 and
fi(0) = fi(L′) = 0 for every i.
Each function fki has length
Lki ≤
∫
Ik
√
1 + (K
√
δ
2 )
2 dx
=
√
δ ·
√
1 + K
2δ
4 .
The arclength of fi is therefore at most L′
√
1 + K
2δ
4 , giv-
ing m  KLδ  KLε .
Finally, we demonstrate the 2ε-separation of these func-
tions as curves. Recall from the deﬁnition of ρ that λ <
1/K. For fi, fj , i = j, we may assume there exists some
subinterval I = [x0, x0+ δK ] so that
dfi
dx |I has slope +K and
dfj
dx |I has slope−K, giving |dfidx (x0+ δK )− dfjdx (x0+ δK )| ≥
2δ. See Figure 2.
P
K
δ
jθ > ε
jθ > ε
_
Figure 2. Separation of curves.
Consider the ρ-distance of fj to the point P =(
δ
K , fi(
δ
K )
)
. A short argument gives:
ρ(fi, fj) ≥ min
x
1
λ
∣∣∣∣ δK − x
∣∣∣∣+ 11 + K2δ4 |δ + Kx| .
Taking derivatives with respect to x, we see that since λ <
1/K, the minimum of the last expression occurs when x =
δ/K, giving ρ(f1, f2) = |θi( δK )− θj( δK )| ≥ 2δ
1+
K2δ
4
= 2ε
as desired.
Corollary 7. Hε(CLK , ρ)  KLε .
3.1.4 Lower Bound for (ILK , ρ)
Our challenge here is to construct 2ε-separated closed
curves. Suppose we have a collection of functions like
those constructed above, 2δ-separated in the metric ρC1 ,
deﬁned on [a, b] with second derivative bounded by ±K
such that f(a) = f(b) = 0. We may select any two such
functions and use their graphs to join two halves of a cir-
cle of radius 1/K. See Figure 3. For functions satisfying
f(0) = f(L′) = dfdx (0) =
df
dx (L
′) = 0, and for appropriate
choices of |b − a| and δ, these curves will give the desired
2ε-separated set. In other words, we may build upon the
construction in Proposition 6 for open curves to obtain a
2ε-separated set of closed curves.
Proposition 8. There exists a 2ε-separated set for (ILK , ρ)
with M2ε
(
ILK
)
= 22m elements where
2m  KL− 2π
ε
.
Proof. Select δ so that ε = δ√
1+
K2δ
4
. We will use a slight
modiﬁcation of the collection {fi} constructed in the proof
of Proposition 6 to construct a 2ε-separated set of closed
curves. Taking any two (not necessarily distinct) functions
fi, fj , we may join two halves of a circle of radius 1/K with
the functions, forming a closed C1 curve with bounded cur-
vature and length. See Figure 3. The number of such curves
is 22m, where m  KL′δ . We have from the proof of Propo-
sition 6 that this collection of functions is 2ε-separated as
curves in the metric ρ.
Since each function fi has length L′
√
1 + K
2δ
4 and two
halves of the circle of radius 1/K add an additional 2π/K,
taking L′ = L−
2π
K√
1+
K2δ
4
, we have m  KL−2πδ ∼ KL−2πε , as
claimed.
Corollary 9. Hε(ILK , ρ)  KL−2πε .
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jfi
f
Figure 3. Construction of closed curves for 2ε-separated set.
4. Non-compact Classes and Adaptive Codes
The ε-entropy gives the minimum number of bits re-
quired to represent elements in a compact space with a ﬁxed
code length. Our computations above indicate that in such a
setting, the boundary curve gives an optimally efﬁcient rep-
resentation. To relax the compactness constraint, we will
allow a variable code length, thereby replacing the ﬁnite
number of codewords of ﬁxed length with a countable num-
ber of codewords of varying length in an adaptive coding
scheme.
We will construct an adaptive coding scheme for func-
tions in Lemma 10, which will give rise to two adaptive
encodings for curves, one based on the boundary curve and
the other on the medial axis. We will apply the Rissanen’s
MDL principle in Section 6 to determine which of those two
encodings is most efﬁcient.
4.1. Adaptive Coding for Lipschitz Functions
We carry out an adaptive coding scheme for Lipschitz
functions, again motivated by Theorem 1.
Theorem 10. For every ε > 0, there exists a countable
codebook Fε = {f1, f2, . . .}, depending only on ε, with the
following property. For every Lipschitz function f deﬁned
on [a, b] so that f(a) = 0 and f ′(x) is continuous a.e., there
are constants C(f, δ) such that for all δ, there is a codeword
fn ∈ Fε such that ||f − fn||∞ ≤ ε and fn has description
length:
L(fn) ≤
[∫ |f ′|+ δ
ε
]
+ C(f, δ).
Proof. Since f ′ is continuous a.e. and bounded, f ′ is Rie-
mann integrable [5]. Therefore, for any δ, there exists a
step function g taking on rational values, with a ﬁnite num-
ber of jumps at rational points {x′j}, so that |f ′| ≤ g and∫
g ≤ ∫ |f ′| + δ. This means that on each subinterval
Ij = [xj , xj+1) where g is constant, f is Lipschitz with
constant g(xj). Denote the number of jumps by m. Note
that g ≡ C gives the result in Theorem 1.
Using g, we may determine a variably spaced ﬁnite num-
ber of points {xk} so that for any k,
∫ xk+1
xk
g ≤ ε. In partic-
ular, on each subinterval Ij , select the points spaced εg(x′j)
apart. There will be at most:
[
g(x′j)|Ij |
ε
]
+ 1 =
[∫
Ij
g(x)
ε
]
+ 1
such points. Take {xk} to be the collection of {x′j} together
with these equally spaced points.
We now construct an approximation fn for f . We claim
there exists a piecewise linear function φn, with slope
±g(xk) on the interval Jk = [xk, xk+1), vanishing at a,
so that f is contained in an ε-corridor K(φn) with up-
per boundary φn as depicted in Figure 1. On J1, take
φn(x) = g(0)x. Certainly, since f is Lipschitz with con-
stant g(0) on I1, f ⊂ K(φn). Inductively, assume φn has
been constructed so that f ⊂ K(φn) for x ≤ xk. We wish
to select φn so that f remains in K(φn) on Ik. Since f is
Lipschitz with constant g(xk) on Ik and f ⊂ K(φn) for
x ≤ xk, one of the following is true:
(a) f(xk+1) ∈ [φn(xk) − g(xk)(x − xk), φn(xk) +
g(xk)(x− xk)] ⊂ [φn(xk)− ε, φn(xk) + ε],
(b) f(xk+1) ∈ [φn(xk)− g(xk)(x− xk)− 2ε, φn(xk) +
g(xk)(x− xk)− 2ε]
⊂ [φn(xk)− 3ε, φn(xk)− ε].
If (a) is true, then deﬁning φn to have positive slope on Ik
gives f ⊂ K(φn). If (b) is true, then deﬁning φn to have
negative slope on Ik gives the desired result. Taking fn to
be the center of the corridor K(φn), we have ||f −fn||∞ ≤
ε.
Encode f by encoding fn, or equivalently, φn. To do
so requires describing g, which in turn requires describing
the collection of points {xk} as outlined above. Since g
has rational jumps at rational values, encoding g requires a
ﬁxed and ﬁnite number of bits depending only on f and δ,
yielding the constant C(f, δ). We must also describe the
sequence of signs ± to assign to the slopes g(x′j) at each of
the points {xk}, which requires a single bit at each of the
{xk},. This requires at most:
∑
j
([∫
Ij
g
ε
]
+ 1
)
+ m ≤
[∫
[a,b]
g
ε
]
+ 2m
bits. Then, absorbing 2m into C(f, δ), the total number of
bits required to describe fn satisﬁes:
L(fn) ≤
∫
g
ε
+ C(f, δ) ≤
∫ |f ′|+ δ
ε
+ C(f, δ),
as claimed.
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4.2. Adaptive Coding for Curves
In the compact setting, the leading term in the bit rate
comes from approximating the tangent angle function; cor-
recting for location requires only lower order terms. The
same argument applies in the adaptive setting. Theorem 10
describes a method for adaptively encoding functions in a
non-compact space by adaptively approximating each func-
tion’s derivative, and we may use it to encode curves by
applying it to the associated tangent angle function. Doing
so gives an encoding with leading term for the bit rate of:∫ |κγ | ds + δ
ε
,
for some ﬁxed δ.
5. Medial Axis
Before we describe our encoding scheme for the medial
axis representation and return to the discussion of efﬁcient
representation, we brieﬂy review the medial axis construc-
tion, introduced by Blum as an alternative description for
closed planar regions [3].
The medial axis pair (m, r) of a closed region in R2
consists of m(t), the closure of the locus of centers of max-
imal bitangent circles contained within the region, and r(t),
the function of associated radii. We will consider medial
axis of regions bounded by a simple, closed, C2 curve, a
setting where many beautiful results may be proved [6, 11].
−T
+
γ
−
−
T
m
φ
m(v)
γ
(s )
m
r
r
γ
mT
θm
α
α
β
T
T
T
T
+
−
+
−
+ +
−
(s )
m
γ
Figure 4. Notation and relationships for the medial axis.
First, we introduce some notation, applicable locally
within a parameterized branch m(t) of the medial curve m
for a closed curve γ. Refer to Figure 4. Subscripts m re-
fer to quantities associated to the medial branch. Following
m(t) in the direction of its orientation, subscripts ± refer to
the portions of the boundary curve lying to the right or the
left of m, so γ+(t) is the boundary point lying to the left
of m(t) and γ−(t) is the boundary point lying to the right.
The standard orientation for γ± is therefore the same as the
one inherited from m for γ− and opposite for γ+. Denote
by φ the smaller angle between Tm and −N+, the out-
ward pointing normal to γ+. The symbols s, s+, s−, and v
will always indicate the arclength parameter for γ, γ+, γ−,
and m, respectively, and the symbol ’ will be reserved for
derivatives with respect to v.
Theorem 11.
For a smooth branch of the medial curve, the following re-
lationships hold:
1. r′ = − cosφ.
2. θ± = θm ± φ + π2 .
3. N± = r′Tm ∓
√
1− r′2Nm = − cosφ∓ sinφNm.
6. Model Selection
We return to the question of shape model selection,
choosing between the boundary curve and the medial axis.
In the compact setting, ε-entropy provides a benchmark for
optimal description length. No such benchmark exists in
the non-compact setting, but we can make reasonable com-
parisons using a deterministic implementation of Rissanen’s
Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [17]. Be-
hind this formulation is the idea that the best compression
scheme will exploit regularities in the space, thereby re-
sulting in the smallest expected code length. This gives a
method for evaluating coding schemes: the encoding result-
ing in the shortest code length is the one best capturing the
salient structures.
While the boundary curve gives an optimal ﬁxed-length
bit rate, a variable-length adaptive code allows the medial
axis to display its strengths. In both ﬁxed- and adaptive-
length encoding, the high-order term in the bit length comes
from encoding the tangent angle function to the boundary.
We may therefore exploit the way in which the medial axis
encodes the geometry of the boundary curve. Because θ± =
θm±φ+π/2, to construct an ε-approximation to θγ requires
approximations to θm and φ with error summing to ε. For
0 < η < ε, if we η-encode θm and (ε − η)-encode φ, we
obtain an encoding length for θγ with leading term:∫ |κm| dv + δ1
η
+
∫ |φ| dv + δ2
ε− η .
Note that this also explains why the medial axis will be
less efﬁcient in the ﬁxed length setting: to construct a uni-
form covering with ε-balls, both θm and φ must be accurate
within ε/2. For most curves, such a high level of accuracy
in both angle functions is unnecessary.
To relate the number of bits in this medial axis encoding
to the number of bits in a boundary encoding, we require the
following lemma, which is a consequence of the properties
listed in Theorem 11.
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Lemma 12. Let m be a branch of a medial curve of length
l for γ ∈ E. Let s be an arclength parameter for γ so that
γ(s)|s∈D = γ+ ∪ γ−. Then:∫
D
|κ| ds =
∫
[0,l]
|κm|+ |φ′|+ ||κm| − |φ′|| dv.
To select the optimal value for the error tolerance η
within a ﬁxed region of a branch of m, we minimize the
expression: ∫
[0,l]
|κm| dv
η
+
∫
[0,l]
|φ′| dv
ε− η
with respect to η for 0 ≤ η ≤ ε. Note that since the
δi can be made arbitrarily small, we have dropped refer-
ence for ease of computation. Set a =
∫
[0,l]
|κm| dv and
b =
∫
[0,l]
|φ′| dv The minimization then gives η = ε/2 for
a = b and η = εb−a
(√
ab− a
)
for a = b. We will adap-
tively select regions of the medial curve and associated local
optimal values for η to give the best bit rate for the medial
axis within a particular branch.
Theorem 13. Let m be an arclength parameterized medial
branch deﬁned on a closed interval I with corresponding
boundary segments γ±. Then encoding γ± via the medial
axis is more efﬁcient than directly adaptively encoding θγ
whenever I can be partitioned into a ﬁnite number of subin-
tervals Ij where for each j:
supIj |κm|
supIj |φ′|
> 2 +
√
3 or
supIj |φ′|
supIj |κm|
> 2 +
√
3.
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 10, select gκ and δ1
satisfying |κm| ≤ gκ and
∫
gκ ≤
∫ |κm| + δ1, and select
gφ and δ2 satisfying |φ′| ≤ gφ and
∫
gφ ≤
∫ |φ′| + δ2.
Construct an encoding scheme as follows. Partition I , the
domain of m, into maximal subdomains {Ii} on which both
gκ and gφ are constant. Since both functions are piecewise
constant with a ﬁnite number of jumps, the number of such
subdomains will be ﬁnite. On each subdomain, compute the
minimizing ηi. Then the medial axis will be more efﬁcient
when:
gκ + gφ + 2
√
gκgφ′ < 2max{gκ, gφ′}.
For gκ ≥ gφ, this gives:
gκ
gφ′
> 2 +
√
3,
otherwise take the reciprocal of the left side of the inequal-
ity.
Recalling the construction of the functions gκ and gφ, the
result is proved.
An interpretation of Theorem 13 is that the medial axis
decouples the curvature of the boundary curve into the por-
tion coming from the curvature of the local axis of symme-
try, i.e., the medial curve, and the portion coming from vari-
ation around that axis. When the boundary curvature comes
primarily from one source or the other, the medial axis is
more efﬁcient. When the curvature of the boundary relies
heavily on both sources (the most extreme case of which is
when a = b), the boundary curve is more efﬁcient.
6.1. Empirical data
In theory, Theorem 13 partitions shapes silhouettes into
two classes: those best modeled by the boundary and those
best modeled by a skeleton. Application of the criterion to
the Kimia database of 1003 shapes [19], however, indicates
the the medial axis is most often the more efﬁcient model
for naturally occurring shapes. See Figure 5, where the me-
dial axis is more efﬁcient for every shape. A related paper
applies the criterion to three shape databases and offers de-
tailed analysis of the results [13].
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Figure 5. Medial axis bit rate (y-axis) against boundary bit rate
(x-axis) for ε = 0.01.
7. Discussion
We have presented a novel criteria for shape model se-
lection and offered a preliminary application to real data.
Our results clearly indicate that the medial axis is an efﬁ-
cient shape representation, which gives insight into the in-
herent structure of shape space and potentially strengthens
all shape models. Skeletal preferences can be built into pri-
ors on feature detectors, reduce the search for large wavelet
coefﬁcients, guide construction of constellations, as well as
many other applications. We hope our work will inﬂuence
these tasks, as well as inspiring further investigations into
model efﬁciency.
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